
Math 306 Section T Maple Lab #4 Spring 2015

DUE: Start of recitation, 4/21/15 (T3) or 4/23/15 (T2).

For this assignment, please download sample Maple code

1
available on UBlearns or at

http://www.nsm.bu↵alo.edu/⇠mangahas/Math306/Samplecode.html.

This assignment involves the almost-linear system with phase portrait shown:

x

0
(t) = �y cos(x+ y � 1)

y

0
(t) = x cos(x� y + 1)

1. Complete the sample code by including the Maple commands to determine eigenvalues

and eigenvectors of the matrix corresponding to the critical point at (1.5708, -2.1416).

Next, modify the phaseportrait command to display the local phase portrait about

this critical point. Finally, classify this critical point: stable/unstable, asymptotically

stable/unstable, and node/spiral/center/saddle point.

2. Modify the entire procedure in order to locate two additional critical points. (If

Maple returns an error message regarding the parameter values, simply locate another

point.) For each of these points, alter the code to display the corresponding matrix,

eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and local phase portrait. Classify these points. (You should,

of course, choose 2 points other than the one used for part (1) above!)

3. Modify the final block of sample code (following restart:) to display a phase portrait

as similar as possible to the one above. This will not only require altering the

system of di↵erential equations, but also experimenting with di↵erent ranges for t

and adding numerous initial conditions. It may be necessary to include 5-8 sets of

ICs in each quadrant to obtain a fairly complete phase portrait.

Note: in the following pages I’ve attached scans of the textbook’s Applications Manual,

which includes more details about the system in this problem, and how to use Maple to

analyze it. This is just for your reference and interest! You only need this first sheet

to complete the assignment, but you are welcome to use the scanned pages to help your

understanding.

1
Code taken from Shared Software for 306, UB Department of Mathematics

http://www.nsm.buffalo.edu/~mangahas/Math306/Samplecode.html









